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MIT Innovation AG is a Swiss software 

company specializing in customer-tailored 

.NET and web solutions and native multi-

platform applications using Xamarin. MIT 

Innovation developed Picturex to highlight 

its profound knowledge and expertise in 

building cloud applications. With Picturex, 

MIT Innovation offers customers private 

and secure photo sharing for many use 

cases.

• SITUATION

Picturex’s goal is to provide private and corporate customers with secure event-photo sharing services, which 

respect each user’s individual data privacy. This poses two major challenges to a data center: The data must be 

stored in a location with good privacy laws and regulations, and the data center must be highly scalable to react to 

varying workloads. Furthermore, managing services and deploying updates must be easy to reduce costs.

• BENEFITS

Microsoft Azure lets Picturex choose the data center’s location, a major 

advantage over competitors’ services with respect to data privacy.

Microsoft Azure created additional opportunities for new target markets and 

an efficient realization of Picturex’s ideas and innovations.

Secure and Private Event-Photo Sharing Made 

Scalable and Reliable Thanks to Microsoft Azure
“With Microsoft we found a good partner we trust, and with Microsoft Azure a flexible cloud 

service which not only reduced our development and deployment time but also fully adheres to our 

data privacy and security requirements.” – Dr. Peter Meyer, Chairman, MIT Innovation AG

• SOLUTION

Picturex uses multiple Microsoft Azure services, such as storage, notification, 

authentication, SQL databases, web hosting and scheduling. All services scale 

and adapt dynamically. To increase the availability of its service, Picturex uses 

a traffic manager which balances the load between two selected data centers. 

Combined with encrypted data transfer and encrypted databases, Picturex 

can now fulfill its data privacy requirements. Finally, Azure works well 

together with Xamarin and ASP.NET development in Visual Studio.

https://mit-innovation.ch/

